
The ESCORT M1 dash cam records the road ahead in 
1080p high definition quality and is optimized for both 
day and night recording. The M1 is designed to attach to 
most ESCORT detector mounts while also using the same 
power source to operate the dash cam and detector. 

It happens... We catch it.
DASH CAM

DASH CAM

The ESCORT MAX 3 levels up your 
driving game as the next evolution 
in connected driver alert systems. 
Be prepared and more informed 
for anything on the road ahead with 
premium range and advanced filtering.

Become part of the Escort Live Community giving 
you access to real-time shared alerts from other 
vehicles and drivers.

Advance to the next 
stage in smart driving
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UPDATEABLE IVT TECHNOLOGY    
In-vehicle Filtering Technology (IVT) reduces false 
alerts for maximum precision

AUTOLEARN TECHNOLOGY    
Intelligent GPS-based technology learns your 
route and rejects false alerts

ESCORT LIVE APP    
Share and receive crowd-sourced alerts through 
bluetooth connectivity

DEFENDER DATABASE    
Get a bird’s-eye view with red light and speed 
camera alerts in advance.

Ph 0800 472 327    info@radardirect.co.nz    www.RADARDIRECT.co.nz

RADARDIRECT

PREMIUM RANGE    
Escort’s legendary range provides rapid response 
and advanced alerts and warnings
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ADVANCED FILTERING
Automatically reduces false alerts from In-Vehicle 
Technology (IVT) systems
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AUTO-LEARNING INTELLIGENCE
Built-in GPS and AutoLearn continuously learn and 
remember to silence false signals
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INTELLIGENT SPEED SENSITIVITY    
Automatically adjusts sensitivity based on your speed to 

reduce false alerts and maximise accuracy
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ESCORT DRIVER COMMUNITY    
Be a part of the networked driver community sharing road 

alerts to provide even more coverage and range
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DEFENDER DATABASE    
Access the largest, most up-to-date resource alerting 

drivers to red light and speed cameras and other alerts
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The Escort Max 3 makes higher-end detection technology and premium features easily attainable. 
Used alongside navigation apps, it provides additional protection and coverage with advanced 
detection plus all that the Escort driver community offers.

POWER UP YOUR RIDE


